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Women Wage Peace Surpasses 
Fundraising Goal, 
Expands Donorbase Through Strategic 
Crowdfunding Campaign

Women Wage Peace is a grassroots activist movement with tens of 
thousands of members from across the political spectrum.

       

117%
Of goal reached

156 
Ambassadors

2,529 
Donors

By mobilizing and empowering a team of volunteer 
ambassadors, WWP recruited thousands of new donors, 
energized their current supporters, and raised the money 
necessary to accomplish their organizational objectives.

Women Wage Peace utilized CauseMatch coaching 
throughout the planning and execution of their 
fundraising campaign. 

Case Study

$341,072
Amount raised: 

KEYS TO SUCCESS
   Inspiring coaching to reach ambitious but realistic goals
   Personalized guidelines to grow the donorbase
   Virtual events to train coordinators and ambassadors
   User-friendly platform to optimize the donor/volunteer experience



The WWP staff accessed ongoing coaching and technical support. No question is ever too big or 
too small for the CauseMatch customer success team. 

WWP donors navigated a user-friendly platform. The CauseMatch donate page is engineered to 
optimize the donation experience. 

CauseMatch is your all-in-one fundraising solution. 

If you’d like to explore opportunities for CauseMatch to guide you 
through a crowdfunding campaign, please visit:  
www.causematch.com or email us at info@causematch.com

Working with CauseMatch empowered WWP to grow their donorbase x7! 
Organizational ambassadors recruited new donors for a more diverse base of 
support. Now, WWP has stability to plan for years ahead. 

The social activists of WWP had energy and a story but no way to harness it. CauseMatch 
provided them professional guidance. They learned how to set an ambitious-but-realistic 
fundraising goal. They learned how to think big and execute on a grand scale. 

WWP appointed coordinators to oversee fundraising teams. Coordinators recruited volunteer 
fundraisers to commit to a fundraising goal.  CauseMatch organized virtual events to train both 
the coordinators and ambassadors. These rally events created a sense of excitement and unity 
among the 17 coordinators and 156 ambassadors. 

The end result? 
WWP set a fundraising goal far beyond what they thought was possible. Then, they surpassed it. 
Their activists felt empowered. And new donors joined their important mission. 

WWP gave their ambassadors templates to customize to ask their friends and family for 
donations. These templates incorporated fundraising best practices developed by CauseMatch 
after years of research. 


